Because of its fine hairlines and delicate serifs, Perpetua should be set a little larger in on-screen applications than in print. The bold design is sufficiently heavier than the roman weight, ensuring differentiation on screen. It is not a large family, however, and would not be a good typeface, on its own, for complicated branding projects.

Two weights, each with a supporting italic design and three weights of titling.

Perpetua was to be the first original typeface in Stanley Morison’s plan for building the Monotype type library. He wanted the design patterned after epigraphic rather than calligraphic letters, and asked Eric Gill to create the design. Morison circumvented potential Monotype reluctance to the project by commissioning Charles Malin, to cut a set of punches. These were presented to Monotype as proof of the quality of the new design.

First use was in the English translation of The Passion of Perpetua and Felicity.

The roman was named “Perpetua.” The first italic, named “Felicity,” was a sloped roman. Later, a traditional, cursive, italic was designed. Although design began before Gill Sans, Perpetua – seven years in the making – was released after Gill’s famous sans.

Tall ascenders require a little more line space. Open counters aid legibility. Fine hairlines require larger sizes for optimum on-screen use.
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The MyFonts store from Monotype offers more than 130,000 desktop and Web font products for you to preview, purchase and download. You can also learn about new typeface releases and discover typographic tips and techniques.